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Introductiory Remarks
Security IC Market Situation drives need for digital and hardware solutions
• The security IC market demand fell due to COVID-19 in 2020 and 2021 across several applications
including SIM, payment, Transport, and Government ID (amongst others)
• Production capacities and supply chains were also affected leading to shipping shortages and
allocations
• Within Government ID, decline has been largely driven by ePassport segment due to international
travel restrictions
• ABI Research expects a gradual recovery in the next years across applications together with
overall stabilization of global economy and other end-markets
• According to Orbis Research Covid-19-driven digital travel registration, test and vaccination
certificates may pave the way for increased acceptance and invests into digital travel credentials
and also eID documents

Citizen Digital ID: an overwhelming trend

92%

of nations will adopt by
2022 a national biometric
Digital-ID system

20%

= the CAGR of the National
ID market, for the next
decade ($9Bn today)

… and there are strong accelerators:
COVID-19 is accelerating digitization in all nations and the World Bank aims to have
1.6B citizens in 40+ countries with access to digital identification systems by 2030 and
grants 400+M$ in 2020/21 to help emerging countries set up eIDs

What Drives the Digital and eID Markets?
National
sovereignty

Governments want
to control their
solution

Modular backend

Countries have
More national
individual requirements,
involvement and
want tailor-made eID
investment results in
infrastructure
lower maintenance costs

Technical transparency

Time savings

On-site training of
local partners

Full control over
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Chip and card vendor
independence

Cost-effectiveness

Additional individual
services for citizens

Agility

Governments want
easy-to-deploy
applications, including
post-issuance

Lower over-all
expenses

Flexible applications

Encourage
interagency
cooperation

Card solution with
post-issuance ability

Open standards

The context: today’s citizen IDs are still in silos…
Over the world, most Citizen Digital IDs (D-IDs) are still immature, disparate and in silos:
▶ Most are still fundamentally derived from paper-based systems (Driving license, ID card,
passports…), driven by providers who come from the paper ID or at best the smart card world
▶ There are many digital initiatives, but
–

There is not yet widely established standards within countries and between states (except for
passports, but that do not want to become digital ID system beyond the travel use case), even if some
initiatives try to emerge (MOSIP community, SIA/OSIA, ID2020…*)

–

The D-ID initiatives are often siloed and rarely interoperable even between different public
systems (tax ID, driver ID, health ID…), lack user-friendly experience (ie in Germany) and lack
partnership between public and private sectors to easily enable advanced use cases : cloud
authentication, e-signature, electronic payments…

So even if there are a few digital ID leaders and innovators such as Estonia (X-Road system) and India (MOSIP
based biometric digital ID), most other systems are archaic and there is no international standardization yet

… but moving to digital is at the heart of public plans
Yet, setting up unified D-IDs is essential to fully digitalize public services, and fully reap the
benefits of digital transformation in a citizen-centric way. As a result, multiple initiatives are being
developed at both Governments and Technology providers levels, such as:

Governments

Schengen/
EU Lisa

Stork

Biometry 2021
in Europe

Technology providers

UN

World Bank

MOSIP

SIA/OSIA

ID2020

… even if there are still important challenges:
• Privacy/cultural factors: i.e. fingerprint is not recommended in Asia, face recognition as well in EU, etc.
• Digital maturity and Technology readiness.
• Public/Private partnerships for nonpublic use cases (D-payments, D-signature…)
• National sovereignty challenges

Introducing Citizen
DigitalID
A next generation
open D-ID ecosystem

Citizen D-ID is the foundation of digital societies
Mobile key
(mobility, offices…)

Prove identity
(police, customs, bank…)

Digitally sign
(contract, taxes,…)

Maintain personal data
(EHR, official data…)

Transact online
(pay, vote…)

Communicate securely
(mail…)

Receive entitlement
(pensions, benefits…)

Access services
eEducation, health…)

Trusted digital identity as centerpiece for everyday life

Imagine a world …
… Where technology can help you

Better serve citizens
Increase public funding
Boost public efficiency
Guarantee absolute trust

60%
of public processes
are not yet digitized
today

50%
of agents will
have roles in 2023
that don’t exist today
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65%

of governments will
have deployed data
platforms by 2022

#1
Security is on top
of government
strategies

With D-ID a new world opens for governments

DEVELOP
the economy
Connected territories
Smart mobility
Remote education

SERVE
the citizens
Connected agencies
Digitized services
Mobile servants

Research, Innovation,
Education …
Smart
Territories &
Cities

Provide 24x7
services to
Citizens
Enterprises
Public Servants

Agriculture
Solidarity,
Health

Job,
Employment,
Insertion

Justice

Economy &
Finances

Police Army
…

BUILD
a sustainable future
Urban ecology
Circular Economy,
Quality of Life

PROTECT
society
Homeland Security
Smart Defense
Cyber Defense

2030 Digital Compass

Objective create a climate-neutral, recycling-oriented and resilient economy.

European Digital Rights and Principles

Digital rights and principles to promote a digital transition shaped by shared values
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Digital Economy and Society Index

DESI summarizes indicators of digital performance and tracks the progress in the EU
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Maturity

… but the journey to Citizen D-ID is just starting

50% of nations have
only document IDs
for > 40% people

30% of nations have
National Unique
Identifier & Civil
Registers, but no DID documents yet

20% of nations have
siloed eIDs for specific
use cases, but no
unified D-ID system
yet

Three traditional roadblocks on the way…

1

Complexity of
legacy, paperoriginated tech.

2

Closed, proprietary,
non-sovereign
solutions

3

Lack of D-ID use cases
identification &
integration

What if you could orchestrate a digital-native,
sovereign & open citizen-centric D-ID strategy?

Public use cases

Civil use cases

Digital-native, multi-biometrics-based Citizen D-ID
Sovereign and trusted
Open to all legacy and new Public and Civil use cases

Atos helps you think trust in an integrated way

D-ID is a central piece of security: All pieces of the puzzle must fit together
Atos Integrated ID Security Offering

Citizen
Digital ID

Solution stack

Public & Civil Applications

Apps / eGov Services

#1 DIGITAL INTEGRATOR
FOR PUBLIC IN EMEA

Public ID Platform

Atos Citizen Digital ID
Platform

#1st INTEGRATOR
OF THE MOSIP PLATFORM

Digital Identity Service

Enrolment, Signature,
DataProtection, IAM…

#1st EUROPEAN VENDOR
IN DIGITAL IDENTITY
SERVICES

Electronic ID Documents
Digital Identity Products

CardOS, Java Card
PKI…
HSM Digital Signature,
Blockchain/DLT…

LEADING VENDOR
IN DIGITAL IDENTITY
SOLUTIONS
#1s EUROPEAN VENDOR
IN DIGITAL IDENTITY
PRODUCTS

Integrate your ID system with your global security strategy to ensure all components work
seamlessly. Atos uniquely helps you meet all these challenges

We can provide you…
The specific pieces of the
components you need….

Digital Identity Services

Digital Identity
Solutions

Digital Identity Products

… or a fully integrated solution
And we can develop the public & civil
applications leveraging it

Atos Citizen D-ID: The 1st fully digital native D-ID
ready for the future

The 1st digital-native Digital-ID modular platform that helps public authorities move from
the traditional paper/card ID to D-IDs in a simple and cost-effective way, standard-based,
sovereign, and open way to all public and private current & future use cases

Citizen
D-ID

Solution stack

X
Digital ID Platform

Traditional ID card
▶ Weak authentication,
replicable
▶ Susceptible to human
error
▶ Incomplete or partial
information
▶ Prone to losses or theft

Online ID Page

▶ Strong civil authentication
via face, iris or fingerprint
recognition
▶ Reduced risk of fraud and
identity theft
▶ Single source with ease of
access for citizens

▶ Already in use by 1bn citizens, promoted by international institutions (World Bank,…),
and integrated by the EMEA leader in public services: Atos

Atos: a solid ID player
N°1 in EMEA & beyond*

France

We deliver:
• National ID : e-ID, D-ID
• Functional ID: Health Card, Social Card, Election card, Military Card…
• Population Register, Border control, Passport, Visa systems….

Albania

Algeria

Lebanon
Qatar

Morocco

Mauritania

Sudan

Gabon
Oman

Lesotho
Chile
Malawi

Djibouti

MOVING FORWARD: how can we help you?
Discover Opportunities

Book a meeting with our
experts to evaluate which
D-ID approach could be the
best for you
1-Hour strategic session

Explore Best Practices

Discover eGovernment D-ID
best practices and get a
personalized innovation
workshop at our BTICS
2-Days Innovation workshop

Experience on the field

Experiment what’s
possible for you and get
fast time to value with a
strategic pilot
3-Months pilot

